Oh! You! pretty chitty bang bang, chitty chitty bang bang! we love you! And our
pretty chitty bang bang, chitty chitty bang bang! loves us too! High! Low! any where we go, on
chitty chitty we de-pend.
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friend. You're un- cat- e- gor- i-cal; a fuel burn- ing or- a- cle, a fan- tas- ma-

gor- i-cal ma- chine! You're more than spec- tac- u- lar. To use the ver-

nac- u- lar, you're wizard! You're smashing! You're keen! Oh! chitty, you! chitty-

pret- ty chitty bang bang. Chitty chitty bang bang, we love you! And chitty, our chitty,
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pret-ty chit-ty bang bang, chit-ty chit-ty bang bang
loves us too! High chit-ty, low chit-ty,

an-ya where we go, on chit-ty chit-ty we de-pend.
Bang bang chit ty chit ty bang bang our

fine four fen-dered friend!
friend! Bang bang, chit-ty chit-ty bang bang, our

fen-dered friend!
(Chit-ty chit-ty bang bang, Chit-ty chit-ty bang bang, fine four-fen-dered chit-ty chit-ty friend!)